
RottnerUNLOCK  
 

!!ATTENTION!! Please read these operating instructions carefully before you add a new Bluetooth lock or make changes. We do not accept any 
liability for malfunctions caused by incorrect operation or the use of force or improper handling, or for property or financial damage that can be 
attributed, for example, to improper locking or operation of the gun safe. 

 
 
!!IMPORTANT!! 
Two (2) individual emergency opening keys are supplied with your safe. Keep them carefully (NOT in the inside), because for security reasons no 
additional or replacement keys can be made from numbers (fabrication or serial numbers). If it is not possible to open by Bluetooth lock (batteries 
empty) and if neither of the two emergency opening keys supplied is available to you, the safe must be opened forcibly. 
We recommend that you only use high quality batteries (e.g. VARTA Longlife Power) to ensure that your Bluetooth lock works. 
Two (2) individual QR codes for the Bluetooth lock are included in the scope of delivery, please keep them in a safe place. 
In the “RottnerUNLOCK” APP, the factory password is 0 - 0 - 0 - 0 - 0 - 0. After installing the Bluetooth lock, we recommend that you change it to a 
personal 6-digit password immediately for security reasons (see operating instructions “CHANGING THE PASSWORD”). 

 

FIRST OPENING 
1. Remove the cover of the emergency lock on your safe 
2. Insert one of the two keys provided 
3. Turn the key clockwise as far as it will go 
4. Turn / slide the opening handle as far as it will go and open the door. 
5. Turn the key back to the starting position and remove it 
6. Remove the cover of the battery compartment on the inside of the door 
7. Insert two [2] 1.5 volt batteries type "AA". Make sure that the polarity of the batteries is correct to avoid damage to 
the electronics 
8. Close the battery compartment 
 
 
INSTALLATION OF THE APP / COMMISSIONING OF THE VALUE CONTAINER 
1) Download the APP "RottnerUNLOCK" from the Google Playstore (Android) or APP Store (IOS) and install it. 
 
2) Open the APP "RottnerUNLOCK" 
 

 
Press the "+" button to add a Bluetooth lock. 
 



 
Select the appropriate Bluetooth lock. 
 

 
Press „Scan“ 
 

 
Scan the QR code on the cover of the battery compartment 



 
Assign a name for the selected Bluetooth lock under Name "(e.g. sample safe) 
 
Enter the factory code (0 - 0 - 0 - 0 - 0 - 0). 
Confirm the factory code (0 - 0 - 0 - 0 - 0 - 0) !! ATTENTION !! For security reasons, we recommend that you change 
the factory code as soon as possible to a personal 6-digit code 
 
Select the desired opening type for the BlueTooth lock under the item "Security level". 
- Password: The BlueTooth lock is opened when the "RottnerUNLOCK" app is open by entering the previously 
assigned code. 

- OneKlick: The BlueTooth lock is opened when the "RottnerUNLOCK" app is open by pressing the " " button. 
- Fingerprint: The BlueTooth lock is opened with the "RottnerUNLOCK" APP open using a fingerprint 
- Proximity: The BlueTooth lock is opened when the "RottnerUNLOCK" APP is open and the mobile phone is within a 
radius of no more than 2 meters. 
 

 
 
You can now add a shortcut for your Bluetooth lock on the start screen 
 

Save the settings by pressing ✓ 

 
 



CHANGE THE PASSWORD 
 
Open the APP "RottnerUNLOCK" 
 

 
Select the lock for which the password should be changed 
 

 

Press  
 
Press “CHANGE PASSWORD 



 
 
 

 
• Enter the currently valid password under “Old password” (0-0-0-0-0-0 on delivery). 
• Enter the new 6-digit password you have chosen for "New password" 
• Retrieve the new password you have chosen under "Confirm new password" 
• Now press "CHANGE PASSWORD" to confirm your new password. 
 
 
"Password changed successfully" is displayed 
 
 
 
 



ISSUE ADDITIONAL ACCESS RIGHTS FOR THE VALUE RETAINER 
 
1) Download the APP "RottnerUNLOCK" from the Google Playstore (Android) or APP Store (IOS) and install it. 
2) Open the APP "RottnerUNLOCK" 

 

Press the “+„ button to add a Bluetooth lock. 

 

 
Select the appropriate Bluetooth lock. 



 
Press "Scan" 
 

 
Scan the QR code on the cover of the battery compartment " 
 
 



 
Assign a name for the selected Bluetooth lock under Name "(e.g. sample safe) 
 
Enter the factory password (0 - 0 - 0 - 0 - 0 - 0). 
Confirm the factory password (0 - 0 - 0 - 0 - 0 - 0) !! ATTENTION !! For security reasons, we recommend that you 
change the factory password as soon as possible to a personal 6-digit code 
 
Select the desired opening type for the BlueTooth lock under the item "Security level". 
- Password: The BlueTooth lock is opened when the "RottnerUNLOCK" app is open by entering the previously 
assigned password. 

- OneKlick: The BlueTooth lock is opened when the "RottnerUNLOCK" app is open by pressing the " " button. 
- Fingerprint: The BlueTooth lock is opened with the "RottnerUNLOCK" APP open using a fingerprint 
- Environment: The BlueTooth lock is opened when the "RottnerUNLOCK" APP is open and the mobile phone is within 
a radius of no more than 2 meters. 
 
 
 
 
 



 
You can now add a shortcut for your Bluetooth lock on the start screen 

Save the settings made by pressing ✓ 

 
OPEN THE VALUE CONTAINER USING THE APP - EXAMPLE: Open with "One click" 
 
Open the APP "RottnerUNLOCK" 
 

 
Choose the lock you want to open 
 
 



 

Press  
 

 
The lock is now unlocked - turn / push the twist grip of your safe as far as it will go. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



OPENING THE VALUE CONTAINER WITH SHORTCUT 
 

 
Press the shortcut for the relevant safe 
 

 
A connection to the electronic lock is automatically established and unlocked. 
Now turn / push the rotary handle as far as it will go to open your safe. 
 

LOCKING THE VALUE CONTAINER 
Lock the door and turn / slide the opening handle as far as it will go. 
Make sure that your safe is properly locked. 
 
 
 
 
 



MECHANICAL EMERGENCY OPENING 
If the batteries are empty or electronic opening is not possible, proceed as follows: 
1. Remove the cover of the emergency opening lock on your vault 
2. Insert one of the two emergency opening keys provided 
3. Turn the emergency opening key clockwise as far as it will go 
4. Turn / slide the opening handle as far as it will go and open the door. 
5. Turn the emergency opening key back to the starting position and remove it 
 
 

LOCKING THE VALUE CONTAINER 
 
Lock the door and turn / slide the opening handle as far as it will go. 
Make sure that your safe is properly locked. 
 

BATTERY CHANGE 
1. Open the battery compartment on the inside of the door. 
2. Remove the inserted batteries. 
3. Install two [2] new high quality 1.5 volt AA batteries. 
4. Make sure that the polarity of the batteries is correct to avoid damage to the electronics 
 NOTE: 
The use of non-alkaline batteries is NOT ADVISED. 


